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Slave with words to form your dig in
Got half a hand in hardly missing
In spitting distance, spit the image
Got your lips swimming in it

The home is stormed, the nightmare fires
Right on time to filter light in my jacket
You've got back ache, now you've come back for my
spine
Happens every time

I need it, I need it
Everyday pores suck in
In mean reverberations
Electricity is conversation

Plug in, love in, saved my life
All the days I've lived, all I give
You've given back all of it
Times are giving

Why am I so down like this? Who am I?
The race car missed the mouth
I missed the mouth
And got it all down

Front of your shirt
Left a stain to remind you
I came and went
I will remember everything

I need it, I need it
Everyday pores suck in
In mean reverberations
Electricity is conversation

Plug in, love in, saved my life
All the days I've lived, all I give
You've given back all of it
Times are giving
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Drowns a million times
The soar, soar, soar soldier swims up to the lip
Suck in what ever you can

Red eyed now
Every time I try to begin, still calves kick
Tick with the tide
And I hate every line I ever met

I need it, I need it
Everyday pores suck in
In mean reverberations
Electricity is conversation

Plug in, love in, saved my life
All the days I've lived, all I give
You've given back all of it
Times are giving
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